Abstract. A WWW interface to an integrated system for on-line Monte Carlo simulations in High Energy Physics named YaPT is described. The aim of the system is to allow users to perform on-line simulations and analysis using codes like UrQMD or AMPT and ROOT framework. The interface is structured in several modules for user authentication, interface with the simulation programs, output analysis, communication among users, etc. The output results of the simulations can be analyzed using a set of predefined macros. All simulations performed in the system are stored in a database and can be later accessed by all the users. We present the structure of the web interface and discuss a specific example of physics results calculated using the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the Computing Laboratory of the Research Center Nuclear Matter in Extreme Conditions (NMEC), at the Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest, we implemented an integrated system for on-line Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in High Energy Physics. The system was named YaPT – Yet another High Energy Physics Tool [1]. Several theoretical models for relativistic heavy ion collisions, and their associated simulation codes, like UrQMD [2] and AMPT [3], are implemented and can be accessed via an easy to use web interface.

Due to its flexibility, the system we developed can be used both for research and teaching activities. We will present the structure of the web interface and discuss a specific example of Physics results calculated using this system.

In the World Wide Web (WWW) there are some dedicated servers for on-line calculations in Particle Physics or Nuclear Physics. The most advanced one is a HepWeb server [4] at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR Dubna, Russia), namely: HepWeb. It allows users to perform the most popular calculations
in High Energy Physics – calculations of hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interaction cross sections, as well as calculations of secondary particles characteristics in the interactions using Monte Carlo event generators.

Another tool, JetWeb-server [5] – a WWW interface and database for Monte Carlo tuning and validation – has the aim “to allow rapid and reproducible comparisons to be made between detailed measurements at High Energy Physics colliders and general Physics simulation packages” [5]. Along with the Monte-Carlo generators available, such as PYTHIA and HERWIG, this server also includes data from the HERA, LEP and Tevatron experiments.

In the following – section 2 – we present the motivation for the system and an outline of the design and technology used in the YaPT server. Section 3 contains a decomposition of the modules as they were implemented, Section 4 present the data flow of the YaPT system, while section 5 cover a use case which demonstrates the YaPT performances.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF WEB-SERVICE YaPT

2.1. SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

With the increasing complexity of scientific experiments of recent years has increased the need to make better predictions, both theoretical and experimental, using Monte Carlo simulations codes. This opens new perspectives for the creation of new tools to facilitate its use, both in research – to obtain descriptions of the phenomena of nature as close to reality – and in education – to familiarize students with advanced tools for scientific research. The goal of YaPT system is to make a small part of the high energy simulation codes available via a www interface.

Analysis of the similar existing online servers using Monte Carlo codes to describe nuclear interactions has lead to the conclusion that the YaPT service has to meet the following requirements:

- The architecture of the YaPT service should be WEB-oriented
- the YaPT service should be modularized and easy to install, allowing modifications of various parts – especially upgrades of simulators – without remastering the whole service
- The input for the simulators should be standardized, therefore should not have any special settings necessary only for the YaPT
- A database with simulations results – with specific parameters – should be created because repeating some calculations would consume a lot of computational time.

Besides this there are another two requirements which come from the planned infrastructure of the system: because we intend to develop an online solution, the requirements from the users – both on hardware and software levels – should be minimal; also, the simulations results are planned to be evaluate using
CERN's scientific libraries ROOT [6], tool which means that an online convertor should be developed.

2.2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The YaPT system has three major parts which will be described extensively in Section 3. This includes the **Web interface** which allows the user to enter data, view results, communicate with other users, authenticate and consult the system documentation, the **Simulations module** which consists of several Monte-Carlo simulation codes for the study of complex phenomena in Physics, being treated differently depending on their specific needs and **Analysis module** which consists of data analysis programs needed to obtain scientific results from simulated or experimental data. These modules are connected through **Simulation Service** which is the set of PHP scripts that handle the simulations and analysis. This makes the connection between the GUI and MC codes or ROOT.

The structure accepted and implemented is in full accordance with the given above requirements:
- The YaPT service is based on the "client-server" architecture.
- The YaPT service is implemented in PHP, and uses the AJAX technology. User can apply any web-browser (IE, Mozilla, Opera etc.) for their viewing.
- The output of YaPT simulators are standardized with output data written in a ASCII file. Additionally a ROOT-file of the histograms could be also created.
- The results of simulations and analysis are stored in the database.

All simulators are implemented on the server as executable modules (the source files of the codes are unavailable for users). Of course, this simulators can be also started independently of the YaPT. This allows us to upgrade simulators without reboot of the server and add new simulators specifying only the path to the corresponding executable modules in a configuration file.

The output data from simulators can be downloaded for further independent analysis or can be converted by a special method created by us into .root type file which allow furthermore to extract the histograms. The histograms are converted into graphic files (png-files) using the standard Java-technology.

The MySQL database was chosen to store the results because it is free, and its bandwidth of the read/write data is enough for the YaPT service. An interaction scheme between the components of the YaPT system is presented in Fig. 1.

Before starting performing any simulation or analysis, each user should connect to the system using an username and a password previously assigned by the administrators. The actions that a user can perform depend on the level of access which range from Level: 5 – Common User; 4 – Account Disabled; 3 – Administrator / Technical Support; 2 – Guest; to Level 1 – Professor.
Every user – web client – initiates a simulation using an input form which is built in PHP form. Each simulator – UrQMD, AMPT, etc. – uses its own PHP input page with an appropriate interface imposed by specific input requirements. Once the simulation is initiated, the server generates an answer to the query by means of an application based on Ajax technology. The response is conditioned by the correctness of the parameters of the query that server checks. For example, it is checked that the energy of NN collision in the centre-of-mass system is larger than the sum of nucleon masses, or that the range of the impact parameters does not extend to negative values, etc.

If the parameters of the query are eligible, the correct requests are stored in the database. The parameters of each request are compared with the ones existing in the database; if there is an inquire with the same parameters already stored in the database, the simulations aren’t performed anymore and the server generate the result page and sends it to the user. If the results for the request are not presented, the server start the simulation and a progress bar appear showing the estimated completion time.

The YaPT service is planned to use distributed computing system developed in NMEC Research Center (NMEC-Grid project) for the simulations. For the
moment all calculations are performed by one server which means that all requests for the same simulator will be executed in consecutive order. Therefore, the user can encounter the message "The UrQMD simulator runs 5 simulations" which means that 5 simulations are in progress for the UrQMD simulator or "The AMPT simulator is not used at this time" which means that the AMPT simulator is ready for a new simulation. Consequently, if there is a large number of active simulations, the time of their completion will increase accordingly.

The infrastructure of NMEC Research Center will be developed for starting tasks on several computers which will allow us to perform several queries simultaneously.

3. YaPT MODULES IMPLEMENTATION

The web interface represents the YaPT application’s page, which can be accessed through any web browser; it links the other modules and facilitates access to the system simultaneously to multiple users. Open Source technologies such as: Linux as Operating System, Apache as web server, MySQL as database server, PHP language for server-side scripting and AJAX for the client side scripts were used for development of this interface. By means of AJAX, our web application can send data to and retrieve data from a server asynchronously (in the background) without interfering with the display and behavior of the existing page.

Using these technologies, the graphical interface of the system will be easy to use and facilitate the user authentication, especially prerequisite for the use of e-learning tool. For securely authenticating users against MySQL database and allow users to perform the simulations, search the database and analyze data we implemented an authentication system based on PHP script. The whole interface with the authentication part active is shown in Fig. 2.

The time used by the user to write programs for simulation and analysis will be used only to establish the parameters of the simulation or analysis. The www interface contains, also, a well suited documentation, accordingly with the page displayed which guides the user through various steps of simulation or analysis.

![Fig. 2 – Web interface of YaPT system.](image)
Once the users has accessed their account the interface will change accordingly with their level of access; for example, an user with low access level (level 5 – common user) will have only the possibility of starting a simulation, saving data on personal computer, make general analysis while an user with higher access level (level 1 – professor) will have, among others, possibility to erase an account or a database entrance, to introduce new analysis macros or to evaluate simulations of other users.

The Simulations Module, which is the core of YaPT system, consists of several Monte-Carlo simulation codes (UrQMD, AMPT, Fluka, etc.) implemented and is basically divided into 3 independent parts. Firstly, we have the data input form which is different for each simulator, adapted accordingly to the codes requirements (Fig. 3). After completion, each form is submitted to the corresponding executable and the simulation begins; this is the part which is the most time consuming and the one which cannot be controlled by the user.

Finally, after simulation is done, the data are written in the database and the user receives the output data table. The entrances in this table are shown in Fig. 4 and are important, because they connect the simulation with the analysis module:
- an identification number for simulation (id) - the last simulations will always be displayed first;
- a field with a timestamp of simulation date (execution date);
- an input data file with data introduced by user (*inputfile*);
- a .txt file with the output from the executable which does not contain simulation’s results but only information about simulation process (*urqmd_out* or *ampt_out*).
- an ASCII file with simulation results in the standard format of codes.

Fig. 4 – Interface of Analysis module of YaPT system with example of simulation results from UrQMD and AMPT.

The **Analysis Module** allows users to evaluate the simulations results using various analysis macros. Firstly, users are given the possibility to download the ASCII files generated by the simulations or to convert them into Root type. If the user decides to convert the ASCII file, he/she is connected to the analysis module and the *outputfile.txt* from simulations become *inputfile.root* (Fig. 4). This will be done by means of a script for analysis (analysis macros written using ROOT) that allows obtaining targeted physical quantities as a result of the evaluation file *inputfile.root*. Depending on the access level, users can upload their own analysis macros for specific analysis. For the common users, lists with macros with general analysis are provided.

Once the analysis script is applied, users get a new *root* type file *outputfile.root* where the histograms with physical quantities are stored. Using an advanced application developed specially for YaPT, histograms are converted into .png file and can be displayed online.

The **ROOT files** created from results generated by the Monte-Carlo simulator have a tree structure with each branch representing a collection of similar
data – TClonesArray (Fig. 5). Inside the file there are a TTree and a folder where histograms could be saved (divided in folders). If a branch contains a single entry per event, the branch is then represented by a TClonesArray with only one entry.

This complex structure is made to be able to store and recover for the analysis, the typical event structure in simulations. Each TClonesArray object contains the Hits which have been generated in an event. So, many Hits could be created in an event and the Hits are stored in an array (the TClonesArray) for each event. Then, the TTree stores each TClonesArray for each event. All the information is compressed and stored (persistency) in a ROOT file.

To analyze the data, the ROOT file should be opened and the events reconstructed one by one. For this purpose we perform an "event loop", getting from the file the TClonesArray objects stored per event. Then, we can iterate on the TClonesArray for obtaining the Hits in each event. A sample code which reads the TTree and loops on the events is available.

4. DATA FLOW

A simplified data flow diagram for YaPT service is shown in Fig. 6. Web-oriented structure of YaPT allows permanent interaction with users. Modularized structure of YaPT allows to access data from different file formats. There are the levels that control the data flow: input level where all the parameters for simulations are set, application level where simulations are performed and output level where data can be saved and analyzed. All these levels are connected: when any of the conditions is changed the other levels are automatically updated.
5. USE CASE

As we previously mentioned there are two ways that this system can be used: for research and as educational software.

In order to illustrate the YaPT performances with concrete example we will present in the following a use case. In this example, the study of centrality dependence of the particles generated in Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV will be represented using UrQMD and AMPT codes. This example use macros for analysis developed solely for YaPT application and included into common analysis macros of YaPT and are meant to be easy to understand.

To perform the simulations we follow several steps:

- introduce the collision parameters into YaPT input form: A and Z of projectile and target, number of events to calculate, impact parameter (b_{min} and b_{max}), collision energy in center of mass frame;
• run the command to perform the simulation (Simulate);
• convert output .txt file into .root type file;
• apply macros for analysis. This macros generated the histograms with specific physical quantities. As a result, the main page looks as it is presented in Fig. 7.

This example was chosen because the study of centrality dependence of the characteristics of nucleus-nucleus interactions is an important experimental way for obtaining information on phases of strongly interacting matter formed during the collision and its subsequently evolution at the fireball at different energies. On the other hand, the centrality of collisions cannot be defined directly in the experiment, therefore the need for simulations. In experiments the values of the centrality are defined as a number of identified projectiles' and targets' fragments, as the energy flow of the particles with emission angles $\theta \approx 0^\circ$ or with $\theta \approx 90^\circ$.

By means of macros already implemented we can evaluate the following histograms which show the dependencies of various physical quantities on collision centrality and can be further compared with data from literature:

1. Particle multiplicities gives calculations of multiplicities of $\pi$-mesons, K-mesons, protons, anti-protons and other particles;
2. Particle multiplicity ratios dependences of relative multiplicities of $p/p$, $K^-/K^+$, $\pi^-/\pi^+$ etc. of rapidity and transverse momentum;
3. Multiplicity distributions and correlations calculations of particle multiplicity distributions and correlation dependencies between particle multiplicities such as: particle multiplicity dependence on the impact parameter in

![Fig. 7 – General view of the results page indicates the files storing the histograms (left), selected histogram (top right) and file with input parameters (bottom right).](image-url)
nucleus-nucleus interactions, correlations between multiplicities of particles produced in different phase-space regions, correlations between energies of neutral and charged particles etc.;

4. Rapidity distributions – the rapidity distributions for K-, K+, pi-, pi+, p- and p for four centrality classes: [0.5; 4.3], [4.3; 8.2], [8.2; 12.0] and [12.0; 15.8] in UrQMD and [0.9; 5.1], [5.1; 9.2], [9.2; 13.3] and [13.3; 17.5] in AMPT.

5. P_T-distributions represented for K-, K+, pi-, pi+, p- and p for the same centrality classes as in rapidity distributions case and for rapidity range from –0.5 to 0.5. Figure 8 presents the P_T-distributions for [0.5; 4.3] centrality obtained using UrQMD (left), and for [0.9; 5.1] centrality using AMPT (right).


This tool can be used also as educational software for master and PhD students. As was previously demonstrated [7], teaching Physics using computer assisted methods creates an active learning environment, which allows students to participate via remote laboratory techniques to real experiment activities [8].

The main advantages of the YaPT system as educational software are:

- Provide an opportunity for students to evaluate a project in a way closer to the way is done in research. Simulations are an excellent predictor for how results in real research activities looks like.
- The system is results oriented with a minimum background in physics and no programming experience required. In this context students can focus on learning physics not programming.
- Simulations activities are usually time consuming. The help of YaPT is essential because the platform allow users to start a simulation and check later for the results or to evaluate the results from an already existing simulation.
- Obtaining visual feedback, from simulations based on theoretical models, makes the models and algorithms more meaningful.
Once students know how simulations work they can write and test their own macros for analysis. The YaPT platform is already used in extensive tests by the students in the Physics of Atom, Nucleus, Elementary Particles, Astrophysics and Applications Master Program and PhD Program in the same field, at the Faculty of Physics, University of Bucharest, as a laboratory course. Apart of helping students to learn how to work with simulation programs, the platform will help us also to detect the flaws in the system and to improve it.

6. CONCLUSION

We discussed the first version of YaPT system, a framework designed to perform online simulation of hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions for high energy physics. The modular design of YaPT was presented, and we described the principles used for modeling the interactions and parameterizing the event simulations.

We showed that YaPT is able to produce online analysis and display the results of simulations. Therefore, it can be used to perform quickly realistic Physics studies without in-depth knowledge of the technicalities of a simulation process.
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